AGENDA

1. Opening and Insights – Anna and Rebecca

   a. Greetings and update on group’s first 6 months – Anna
      i. Gratitude to the SAH Board and Officers, and SAH WiA group lead team, for support and contribution
      ii. Members Directory expanded from c. 50 to over 250
      iii. SAH WiA AG Bylaws and the Logo are in place (do we want “Logo Design Concept” published on SAH WiA AG Commons site?)

   b. Leadership
      i. Elected Officers of the SAH WiA Center—elected in September 2020 to start terms after 2021 SAH Conference—are completing initial groundwork (structural adjustments) – Anna
      ii. Communications Team (CT) is the Group’s heartbeat: organized research quadrics, developed strategy, constructed and is maintaining 5 SAH WiA AG communication platforms, conducts Events Calendar for cross-listings. Members: Web Administrator Rebecca Siefert, Associate Web Administrator Franca Trubiano, Communications Officer Danielle S. Willkens, Associate Communications Officer Priya Jain, and Chair Anna Sokolin;

      Commons + SAH pages: ongoing support by Helena Dean – Team Members’ Comments

SAH Women in Architecture Affiliate Group (hcommons.org)
Members – SAH Women in Architecture Affiliate Group – SAH Commons
FB SAH Women in Architecture Affiliate Group Insta SAH WiA AG (@sahwiiaag) • Instagram photos and videos
LI (8) SAH Women in Architecture Affiliate Group: Company Page | LinkedIn Tw SAH WiA AG (@SAHWiAag) / Twitter

   iii. Secretary-Treasurer Team: Meg—meeting minutes, monthly Listserv updates/distribution;

      Julia—List of Grants and Scholarships (institutional and individual): frequent updates on SAH WiA AG websites/ further fundraising – Meg and Julia

2. “March 2021: SAH WiA AG Celebrating Women’s History Month” Program

   a. SAH CONNECTS Webinar March 8, 2021, 12:00–1:30 pm CST – Shelley
      The Advent of Women Architectural Professionals: A US-UK Comparative Perspective organized collaboratively by Shelley E. Roff, SAH WiA AG Associate Chair, and Elizabeth Darling, SAH member, Convener of the Women Architectural Historians’ Network, SAHGB; sponsored by SAH Women in Architecture Affiliate Group and SAHGB Women’s Architectural Historians’ Network (UK) https://www.sah.org/conferences-and-programs/sah-connects/the-advent-of-women-architectural-professionals?_zs=BfSgX&_zl=knSQ2 Promo query with ref. to 3 logos

   b. SAH CONNECTS Webinar March 25, 2021, 10:00-11:30 am CST – Anna
      New Histories and New Practices, organized collaboratively by Kathryn O’Rourke, SAH WiA AG Member, and Dasha Ortenberg, Chair, Women in Architecture (WIA) Committee of AIA Silicon Valley
The women in architecture — Women In Architecture Silicon Valley (wiasiliconvalley.org)
SAH WiA AG Registers Committee: website launch (first week of March) – Rebecca and Anna Committee: established December 18, 2020, a dynamic unit, represents the breath of interests of the SAH community by creating a comprehensive database on women’s contribution to the discipline

The Purpose is to create, maintain and advance:

- SAH WiA AG Register of Archives, Libraries, Museums, other learned centers, of all scale, across continents, that collect, preserve, and promote women’s contributions to the built environs
- SAH WiA AG Network – a register of likeminded organizations, institutions, and other alliances across borders and disciplines
- SAH WiA AG Bibliographies – a catalogue of bibliographic resources: 1) written about women’s contribution to the built environment integrating works in broader diversity, border and cross-disciplinary studies, covering various geographies, and areas relevant to understanding and teaching the subject; and 2) written by women who are architectural and art historians, educators, curators, critics, other protagonists in our profession

Monthly meetings (held in Dec & Jan); Terms: long-term project, in early stages; all parts constantly in-progress; Nature of the project: information/research/collaboration/educator resource; to be linked to the SAH WiA AG Commons platform and the SAH site.

Co-Chairs: Barbara Ann Opar and Anna Sokolina, Members/Designated areas: Meral Ekincioglu Archives, Bibliographies; Alicia Imperiale Networks, Archives; Gül Kale Networks, Bibliographies; Barbara Ann Opar Libraries, Bibliographies; Laura Sánchez Carrasco Networks; Rebecca Siefert Organization and contribution; Anna Sokolina General contribution and organization; Nina Stritzler-Levine Archives, Museums, Bibliographies; Margaret B. Vickery Bibliographies and organization

Wikipedia WiA Edit-A-Thon – Danielle

- Set up and record a training session for those unfamiliar with Wikipedia
- Build a series of training resource links on the affiliate site + link tree
- Reach out to institutional libraries and organizations to coordinate efforts (i.e., IAWA, architecture libraries, AIA focus chapters, etc.)
- Is there a key list of ‘to do’ entries?
- Google Sheet for registering interest/intent to write
- Timing of the event—should we concentrate on particular day(s), or a week of work?
- Key dates 1, 15, 31? Week 15–19 (right after ACSA)
- How do we track and acknowledge participation?
- Google Sheet noted above?
- As a complement to writing, could we also do a call for images for Archipedia to build that database?

Roundtables and Group meetings at SAH Annual International Conferences

- 2021 SAH Post-Montréal Virtual Programs: Virtual Roundtable of the SAH WiA AG May 12, 2021, 12:00-1:30pm CST Textbooks in Focus: Women in Architecture Survey – Anna and Rebecca
  Moderators: Anna and Rebecca, Panelists: Carmen Espegel, Harriet Harris, Mary Anne Hunting, Kevin D. Murphy, Shelley E. Roff, Margaret Birney Vickery. Promo: SAH +WiA, +Pratt Program (oxfordabstracts.com)

- 2022 SAH Pittsburg Conference
  SAH WiA AG Roundtable Proposal—currently under consideration: Women in Architecture and Design: Scholarship and Discoveries

Other Business